And abroad

Starring...

Germany :
« It started with
"me", but it shall
continue with "us"!
Thanks a lot, sustain.me ! What a
project :-)»

Central picture from right to left :

Italy :
« ....through the
hows and whats
of sustainability
towards
better
future living standards!! »

Spain :
« The three Rs, our main
goal. We are trying to make
our school more sustainable. »

Belgium :
« Our group of students became friends
while changing the
world, beginning with
the school.... Their ambition (and ours) has no
borders thanks to Eras-

Theo Castilla - T STL student (top)
Thomas Bernard - TS student (bottom)
Léonie Lacroix - TS student
Youssra Lamaachi - TL student (bottom)
Karine Hydrio - sciences teacher (top)
Karin Lopez - English teacher (top)
Eloise Vitry - TS student
Ernest Santicoli - T STL student (top)
Tanguy Aymard - TS student (top)
Morgane Brunet - T STL student (bottom)
Jeanne Delmas - 1S student (top)
Deborah Gilles - 1S student (bottom)
Hélène Perez - Spanish teacher (top)
Mélanie Dumas - BTS1 student (bottom)
Chloé Lepetz - Maths teacher (top)
Corentin Jacques - 1S student (bottom)
Céline Dorignac - English teacher
Jérôme Séquier - English teacher

And all around
Laure Arbogast - Maths teacher (top left hand corner)
Florence Lagache - Canteen Chef (top center)
Eric Grandin - Cooking teacher (top right hand corner)
Brigitte Arto - Deputy Headmistress (bottom right hand
corner)
Athéna Hobeika - TL student (bottom right)
Anne Lambert - Provencal teacher (left bottom quater)
Stéphanie Besnard - Cooking teacher (left bottom)
Fernando Ausin - Mexican ecologist (bottom left hand
corner)
Léa Beaumet - T STL student (left center)

Thank
you all !
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learnt about organic
growing in order to
produce my own vegetable safe of chemical treat-

I enjoyed discovering others
ways of teaching !

I keep an eye on
my water
consumption !

My parents buy
more organic food
and stuff like that

Cycle
cycle to
work
work

I have a healthier life to
protect our environment,
my meals are becoming
more balanced!

That will impact my job, my
future, and my
choices !

Now understand why sustainability is unavoidable for our
future! !

Try to raise my children's awareness about sustainability!

I've got a more
sustainable life
than ever !

Everyone can do something
for the planet on his own level every day. Let’s not give
up hope: we can still build a
better world!

Such
a wonderful
Such
a wonderful
experience!
experience!

I try to recycle every
single thing I can,
even the tiniest bit of
garbage !

My clothes haven’t and won’t,
for now, change since the price
problem often is a pull-factor for
ecological clothes.

OH no! I’ve become a sustainability
addict!!!

I met very nice people and hope I’ll
keep in touch with
them!

Very rewarding for my
English !

I became aware that there are
many environmental problems
but also a lot of solutions!

I consume less
meat !

It helped me feel useful
and escape my routine!

It has open new
horizons : travelling and meeting
real nice people!

I and my family always buy
local products and compost
organic waste to make fertilizer for flowers.

« For every action we must
consider its impacts on the
7th generation! » Iroquois
quote

Allowed me tomeet
new people, travelling, discovering new
and different lifestyles! !

In the future I will do
my best to have a sustainable life because
I'm more aware now!

Taught me to sell
or give my old clothes
to charities instead of
throwing them away !

I try to be a
mosquito everyday!

I make effort to buy
in second hand shop
first if I want some
clothes!

Sustain.me has been an incredibly rewarding... I'm fascinated with all of the innovative
solutions and applaud the teachers and students
for the dedicated efforts. Well done everybody
and many thanks from Mexico!

I want to become an
ambassador of sustainability !

ERASMUS +

I also try to eat less meat, but
that is not easy for me because I
love it!

Became
vegetarians!

Try to responsibilize
people on sustainability
everyday
even if it's a little, it's
already something!

Great and interesting visits!

As the deputy headmistress, I
enjoyed to have a good time with
the students !

